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Here you can find the menu of Metal Monkey Brewing in Romeoville. At the moment, there are 17 dishes and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Christine Epstein likes

about Metal Monkey Brewing:
So many memories at this place. I am heartbroken that they need to close after 7+ yrs of love, respest and all

around good times. There has never been a place where people can come together and forget about the outside
world and just enjoy a great beer, amazing music and engage in conversations of life without the feeling of being

judged. To everyone who has yet to visit; go there and raise a glass and take in the po... read more. The
restaurant offers free WLAN for its visitors, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have

something. What Andy M doesn't like about Metal Monkey Brewing:
I waited a long time to go to this hidden Brewery in industrial Zone and this was a total waste of time there were

hardly anyone working there and thus the service was very slow and the two beers I tried that they made
themselves were skunky and not very tasty the place was odd and didn't look up Captain or clean and they had
some very old furniture and couches and bad artwork this is a place to skip and will only gi... read more. Metal
Monkey Brewing from Romeoville is a good option for a bar if you want to have a drink after work and sit with
friends or alone, Especially, many guests are looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican cuisine. Naturally,
they also provide you with tasty pizza, baked straight from the oven in traditional style, Also, the drinks menu at

this place is exceptional and offers a significant and comprehensive diversity of both local and international
beers, which are definitely worth a try.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Desser�
TIRAMISU

So� drink�
JUICE

Vietnames� specialtie�
BUN CHA

Specialtie�
POPARA

M�ica� Foo�
EMPANADAS

Cra�
GOSE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

BBQ SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TAPAI

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MEAT

PORK MEAT

PICKLE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00-21:00
Tuesday 12:00-21:00
Wednesday 12:00-21:00
Thursday 12:00-21:00
Friday 12:00-23:00
Saturday 12:00-23:00
Sunday 12:00-21:00
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